A note from the director of CMS, Dr. Martin Posey:
After a cold start to the semester, hopefully everyone is warming up a bit with the earliest
signs of spring just beginning to show. As discussed in our last faculty and staff meeting and

apparent from our visitors, we have a large number of searches ongoing, representing a diverse,
and in many cases new, set of expertise for our broader coastal and marine efforts. Some of these
hires will support new programs while others will be strengthening and deepening existing ones.
In addition to new people, through support from Facilities, CAS and the Office of Research we are
also addressing a number of long term and more recent infrastructure and repair needs. As
always, we greatly appreciate everyone’s help and patience with both the work of the governance
committees, which are critical for making sure our common areas serve everyone, as well as our
work towards forming the new Coastal and Marine Council. We hope to have the council in place
by the end of March. Thanks to everyone for their hard work and contributions!!

- Martin

Outreach, Recognitions, & Other Notables


Larry Cahoon (Biology and Marine Biology) was interviewed on WHQR’s Coastline show about climate
change effects on coastal North Carolina.



Bonnie Monteleone (Chemistry and Biochemistry) was among the 39 nominees for the 33rd Annual
YWCA Lower Cape Fear Women of Achievement Awards.



UNCW’s Marine Mammal Stranding Network (BMB) was mentioned for their work related to the
death and subsequent necropsy on a dead right whale in the Virginia Pilot.



Joe Pawlik’s (BMB) work on Caribbean sponges and coral reef systems was features by National
Geographic.



Mike Mallin (CMS) was interviewed by Allison Ballard, Coastal Review On-Line, on pollutant removal
efficacy of best management practices (BMP) functioning at Wrightsville Beach.



Mike Mallin (CMS) was interviewed by Johanna Ferebee, Port City Daily, on December Wrightsville
Beach sewage spills.

Outreach, Recognitions, & Other Notables


The new octocoral species published by former masters student Inga Conti-Jerpe and Wilson
Freshwater (CMS) was featured on the reefs.com website : “Hedera caerulescens, North Carolina’s
Mysterious New Blue Coral.”



Ted Wilgis (former BMB student) was featured in the Star News Cape Fear Faces.



Nathan Crowe (History) introduced the Cape Fear Museum’s “What’s Brewing in Science: DeExtinction?” at Waterline Brewery.



The Department of Environmental Sciences (EVS) established a New Hanover County Extension Master
Gardener Volunteer Association Scholarship for undergraduate EVS students.



Former UNCW Graduate Student, Anne-Marie Hodge (worked with Dr. Arbogast, BMB), received the
American Society of Mammalogists Fellowship and will be a plenary speaker at the Society's annual
meetings this summer.



Tricia Kelley (Earth and Ocean Sciences) lectured and led a series of workshops and discussions at the
University of Tokyo on such topics as incorporating student research in teaching, teaching controversial
topics, and gender issues in academia.



Steve Ross (CMS) was co-chief scientist on a cruise to the “Snowy Wreck” Marine Protected Area using
the R/V Arctic Sunrise and the UNCW ROV team in Nov 2017.



Steve Ross (CMS) was invited to help lead the science program for a new expedition to the wreck of
the RMS Titanic (3,800 m deep). The expedition will last about 2 months starting the summer of 2018
and may include repeat expeditions in coming years. The team will be testing and using a new 5

person, 4,000 m capable manned submersible. The wreck and vicinity will be surveyed for archaeology
(wreck condition) and deep-sea biology and oceanography.


Tim Holbrook, oyster industry collaborator with several UNCW researchers, was featured in local media.
These articles referenced some of the UNCW collaborations. Port City Daily.



UNCW was recognized by Surfer Magazine for its affordability and its popularity among surfers for its
environmental science coursework and world-renowned marine biology department.
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Outreach, Recognitions, & Other Notables


Gen-X related news - UNCW researchers and/or commentary related to GenX was highlighted in several
local media articles:


Raleigh News & Observer: The fight over GenX funding could be House vs. Senate, not Republican vs.
Democrat.


Additional coverage: WWAY, WRAL, U.S. News & World Report, Jacksonville Daily News,
Spectrum News, Port City Daily, WVEC, WHQR



WECT: UNCW, CFPUA water study discovers new compounds.




Additional coverage: WHQR

Spectrum News: Gen-X Bill Tops $1.7 Million


UNC Wilmington scientists are working on using the $250,000 allotted by the NC General
Assembly.





StarNews: Questions raised about UNCW’s GenX tests



WWAY: CFPUA: Costs of GenX treatment surpass one million



Coastal Review Online: Public Forum on Dec. 4th to Hear GenX Concerns

Wade Watanabe (CMS) and Steve Skrabal (Chemistry and Biochemistry) received “Discere Aude”
awards from the Center for Teaching Excellence and Center for Faculty Leadership for outstanding
mentoring of students.



Roger Shew (EOS) was selected to be the Science Technical Assistant to the Navassa community (EPA
Grant) to provide summaries and interpretations of the remedial investigations done by the MultiState

Trust and EPA at the Kerr McGee creosote Superfund Site; he is also the liaison of the community to
EPA. In addition, he is responsible for descriptions and summaries of several ecosystem restoration
projects that are part of the Superfund settlement.


The Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry’s new efforts in Pharmaceutical Science were
highlighted in a featured article by Dean Volety (Greater Wilmington Business Journal).



Pam Seaton (CHM) was interviewed by WECT on the toxicity of chloroform.



MicroSolv Technology Corp., a firm that manufactures and markets technology used in analytical,
organic and biochemistry laboratories, is setting up in MARBIONC.
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Presentations


Scott Baker (NC Sea Grant, CMS) gave an invited presentation at the 2018 Canadian Conference for
Fisheries Research in Edmondton, Alberta, "10 Years Later: Lessons learned from early attempts to
report and collect fisheries data using cell phones."



Scott Baker (NC SeaGrant, CMS), presented at the Tidewater Chapter of the American Fisheries
Society, "Results of a Mail Survey to Understand North Carolina Saltwater Angler Education Needs
and Information Delivery Preferences."



Jay Styron’s (CMS; President of NC Shellfish Growers Association) oyster work and farm were
featured in a film nominated for the National Academy of Television Arts & Sciences Emmy
competition (Category: Excellence in Visual Storytelling). There were more than 900 entries this year
from 131 different production companies and television stations across the region – so they were
thrilled for these nominations!


UNC ROI

Publications & Grants


Dylan McNamara (Physics and Physical Oceanography) was awarded $1.5M from the National Science
Foundation to investigate ways public policies will affect both economic decisions and the coastal
environment.



Heather Koopman, Ann Pabst and Andrew Westgate, with collaborators Bill McLellan, Alex Costidis
and Dave Rostein, received $528K from the Office of Naval Research for a three-year project entitled
‘Lipid composition and nitrogen solubility of the spinal cord and brain: comparisons between diving
and terrestrial mammals to provide insight into Type II DCS.’ (BMB)



Brooks Avery, Andrea Bourdelais, Chris Dumas, Bob Kieber, Ralph Mead, and Steve Skrabal received

$250,000 from the NC General Assembly to examine issues regarding poly- and perfluorinated
compounds in the Cape Fear River system. (CHM, MARBIONC, EVS)


Hill, J., Herstine, J., Hao, H., Dumas, C., & Franzidis, A., (2018) Understanding Access and Visitor Use on
North Carolina’s Coastal Reserve System, grant from the NC Division of Coastal Management (EVS,
HAHS)



Urbanek, R., & Dumas, C., Spring 2018 Community Engagement Grant. “Public Interactions and
Attitudes towards Coyotes and their Management in New Hanover County” (EVS)



Seminoff, J. (NOAA's Southwest Fisheries Science Center), L. Avens (NOAA) and L. Goshe (NOAA),
and Juan Rodriguez Baron (PhD student, UNCW BMB). 2018. “Novel Technologies Reveal Key
Information About Depleted East Pacific Green Sea Turtles. Lab Manager News.
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Publications & Grants


Snider, A., Hill, J. Simmons, S., & Herstine, J. (2017). A general framework for gathering data to
quantify annual visitation. Journal of Park and Recreation Administration, (in press). (EVS, HAHS)



McMurray SE, Stubler AD, Erwin PM, Finelli CM, Pawlik JR (accepted) A test of the sponge-loop
hypothesis for emergent Caribbean reef sponges. Marine Ecology Progress Series doi: 10.3354/

meps12466 (BMB)


Deignan LK*, Pawlik JR, Erwin PM (accepted) Agelas Wasting Syndrome alters prokaryotic symbiont
communities of the Caribbean brown tube sponge, Agelas tubulata. Microbial Ecology doi: 10.1007/
s00248-017-1135-3 (BMB)



Taylor, A.K., M.M. Benedetti, J. Haws, and C.S. Lane. In Press. Mid-Holocene Iberian hydroclimate
variability and paleoenvironmental change: Molecular and isotopic insights from Praia Rei Cortiço,
Portugal. Journal of Quaternary Science. (EOS)



Lane, C.S., A.K. Taylor, J. Spencer, and K. Jones. 2018. Compound-specific isotope records of lateQuaternary environmental change in southeastern North Carolina. Quaternary Science Reviews 182,
48–64. (EOS)



Publications and Reports from Steve Ross (CMS)


McClain-Counts, J.P. (UNCW MS student), A.W.J. Demopoulos and S.W. Ross. 2017. Trophic
structure of mesopelagic fishes in the Gulf of Mexico revealed by gut content and stable isotope
analyses. Mar. Ecol. 38 (4): e12449.



Prouty, N.G., F. Mienis, P. Campbell-Swarzenski, E.B. Roark, A.J. Davies, C.M. Robertson, G.
Duineveld, S.W. Ross, M. Rhode and A.W.J. Demopoulos. 2017. Seasonal variability in the source
and composition of particulate matter in the depositional zone of Baltimore Canyon, U.S. MidAtlantic Bight. Deep-Sea Res. I 127: 77-89.



Demopoulos, A.W.J., J. McClain-Counts, S.W. Ross, S. Brooke and F. Mienis. 2017. Food-web
dynamics and isotopic niches in deep-sea communities residing in a submarine canyon and on the
adjacent open slopes. Mar. Ecol. Prog. Ser. 578: 19-33.
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Publications & Grants


Publications and Reports from Steve Ross (CMS)


Hourigan, T.F., J. Reed, S. Pomponi, S.W. Ross, A.W. David, S. Harter. 2017. State of Deep‐Sea Coral
and Sponge Ecosystems of the Southeast United States. In: Hourigan, T.F., P.J. Etnoyer, S.D. Cairns
(eds.). The State of Deep‐Sea Coral and Sponge Ecosystems of the United States. NOAA Technical
Memorandum NMFS‐OHC‐4, Silver Spring, MD. 60 p.



CSA Ocean Sciences Inc., S. Ross, S. Brooke, E. Baird, E. Coykendall, A. Davies, A. Demopoulos, S.
France, C. Kellogg, R. Mather, F. Mienis, C. Morrison, N. Prouty, B. Roark and C.
Robertson. 2017. Exploration and Research of Mid-Atlantic Deepwater hard Bottom Habitats and
Shipwrecks with Emphasis on Canyons and Coral Communities: Atlantic Deepwater Canyons Study.
Vol I. Final Technical Rept., Vol. II: Final Appendices. U.S. Dept. of the Interior, Bureau of Ocean
Energy Management, Atlantic OCS Region. OCS Study BOEM 2017-060 (Vol. I) & 061 (Vol. II). 1000
p + appendices.



Ross, S.W., F.L. Matos, C. Lo Iacono, M-C. Fabri, T. Aslam, T. Shank, L. Gunton, S. Roman, M.
Pierdomenico, K. Robert, C. Robertson, A. Davies, T. Amaro, M.R. Cunha, M. Almeida. 2017. A
bibliographic compilation of literature and related metadata concerning global submarine canyon
research. Mendeley Data, v1. doi: http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/kympfxbcwm.1.

CMS & Partners


A quick reminder to include CMS as an associated center in Ramses when submitting a proposal that
utilizes CMS resources or support.



North Carolina Sea Grant is donating two demonstration wave tanks for classroom training in beach
and wave processes. The first is now running in the MarineQuest Lab at CMS. The second is under
construction with help from Dan Aten and the CMS Machine Shop, headed for Jeanette’s Pier/NC
Aquarium in Nags Head. The locations were selected for their focus on K-12 marine science training,
where the tanks can be used to get students interested in “How the Beach Works.” Last year
MarineQuest introduced marine science to over 4,000 kids and more adults between school and
summer programs. Having the wave tank in the MarineQuest lab is going to expand our reach to our

students, and has already generated quite a bit of interest among visiting groups.
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CMS & Partners


The NCNERR is working on two projects funded through the NERRS Science Collaborative and
involving UNCW partner researchers: Thin Layer Deposition NERRS Science Collaborative Grant: The
Reserve will serve as an experimental site for a project testing the effectiveness of thin-layer sediment
placement as a climate adaptation strategy – this project tests how small additions of sediment affect

the resilience of marshes to sea level rise and develops standardized monitoring protocols as well as
siting and permitting guides for this technique; and, CCVATCH NERRS Science Collaborative Transfer
Grant: This grant implements the use of a new tool, known as the Climate Change Vulnerability
Assessment Tool for Coastal Habitats (CCVATCH), to assess habitat vulnerability to ecosystem
stressors using the knowledge of Reserve staff and local experts. To enhance resilience through
management actions, the tool produces vulnerability scores which can help guide and prioritize land
acquisition, restoration, policy, and other management decisions.


The NCNERR is also currently seeking interns and summer staff to support its Species of Interest
Monitoring Programs – contact suttonh@uncw.edu for information. The NCNERR System Wide
Monitoring Program (SWMP) has wrapped up the 2017 annual data collection period. Water quality,
meteorological, and nutrient data have been compiled, and subjected to several stages of quality
assurance. These data are available for public use and hosted through the NERRS Central Data
Management Office (CDMO) as they continue to go through additional QAQC checks before being
finalized - contact Byron, toothmanb@uncw.edu, or Heather, wellsh@uncw.edu, for questions or
SWMP data acquisition.



MarineQuest:


CMS is hosting the 2018 Blue Heron Bowl of February 16th and 17th. The event is a jeopardy like
quiz bowl with ocean science trivia. UNCW and area volunteers make this event possible! If you
are interested in volunteering please complete the form here and attend one of the trainings listed
in the form.



Looking to become a part of a unique marine science and environmental education team? UNCW
MarineQuest is now accepting employment applications for summer 2018 instructors and support
staff. Check out our employment page to learn more. The deadline to be considered in the first

round of interviews is February 7th.
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CMS & Partners


MarineQuest:


MarineQuest seeks interested faculty and researcher to collaborate for our 2018 summer program
season. Email Erin Moran, morane@uncw.edu, if you are interested.



MarineQuest wants to send out an enormous thank you to our volunteers who return consistently

to help us ensure the best experience possible for our visitors. Our volunteers provide assistance in
leading educational programs, help us maintain all of our living creatures in the lab, and assist in a
variety of other research initiatives. Without them, MarineQuest would be lost! The team at
MarineQuest love meeting new people and are always looking to expand our reach, so if you are
interested in becoming a volunteer please contact us for more information!


From SPARC:


We will be having two Grants.gov information sessions on the new Workspace. We have posted
the sessions to our website. Grants.gov, the federal government’s online system for accessing
funding opportunities, has retired its downloadable PDF application packages and switched to an
electronic submission system, “Workspace,” as of December 31, 2017.



SPARC will be hosting 2 in-person information sessions to discuss this change review this new
system and its impact on the proposal development process:







Tuesday, January 23 from 12:00 – 12:45pm in Hoggard 116



Friday, January 26 from 12:00 – 12:45pm in Hoggard 116

Purpose of SPARC Information Session:


Summary of the changes



How to register in Grants.gov & create a workspace



Questions

We strongly suggest you attend one of the information sessions above if you plan to submit an
application to one of the Federal Agencies that utilize Grants.gov for proposal submissions.
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CMS & Partners


BIO 480 / EVS 431 Coastal Studies in Belize international experience was conducted in January. For 5
of the past 6 years, this interdisciplinary course including students from both Environmental Sciences
and Biology and Marine Biology has taken students to study unique habitats at the Calabash Caye field
station on the Turneffe Atoll Preserve. This area offers access to relatively pristine mangrove,

seagrass, lagoon, coral patch, and well-developed coral fore reef environments. This year’s class was
taught by Troy Alphin (BMB) and Martin Posey (BMB, CMS). Jack Hall (EVS) has been an instructor
during previous years. The students not only learn about environments in other regions of the world,
but also get to interact with Belizean students and instructors from the University of Belize and learn
much about Caribbean culture as well as how science is conducted in countries less prosperous than
the U.S.

The content of this publication was created by the UNCW Center for Marine Science.
Questions? Contact blizzardb@uncw.edu.
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